Sirenum Scheduling

Say Goodbye to Spreadsheets.
Say Hello to Your Dynamic Workforce.

Save up to 50% on Scheduling
Who? Where? When? These three Ws are crucial
for today's organisations. With the fastest
growing part of the workforce being hourly
workers, many of whom are remote or mobile,
ops teams can be buried by paperwork,
whiteboards and spreadsheets as they try to
ﬁgure out the three Ws. But they want more than
just the basics. They want a dynamic workforce.

Beneﬁts

Whether you're a small retail shop, a
manufacturing facility, or a large global staffing
agency, getting the right person with the right
skills to the right place at the right time is key to
ensuring efficient and effective operations. But it's
not just getting the roster right at the start that
matters, it's handling the inevitable changes
and communicating them to all interested
parties. That’s a dynamic workforce.

• Easily replace late or unavailable
workers in seconds

To help companies across multiple sectors better
answer the three Ws, Sirenum has built the most
powerful and ﬂexible scheduling engine on the
market. Regardless of your industry or
geography, we can help you exceed your
workforce management goals.

• Build and manage rosters in up
to half the time
• Drastically reduce tardiness and
absence rates
• Manage your schedules when
and where you want
• Design complex and compliant
rosters in just a few clicks

• Manage health and safety
compliance within your
rostering process
• Expedite and streamline payroll
processing

Features

• Automatic Rota
• Find Replacement
• Open Shifts
• Shift Trading
• Mobile app and fully
cloud-deployed
• Contextual fatigue and risk
management

MySirenum

A comprehensive mobile staff management solution
Calendar management.
Shift approval and
trading. Holiday requests.
MySirenum does all that
and more to give you
and your teams
schedule management
at your ﬁngertips.

Available on all major
mobile platforms,
MySirenum is the most powerful and ﬂexible staff management app on the planet.
MySirenum helps improve productivity and employee engagement.
Whether it's trading shifts, receiving roster notiﬁcations, or viewing upcoming schedules, the
MySirenum app allows staff to easily manage their schedules from the convenience of
their mobile devices. MySirenum also enables team leads to better manage their teams with
manager-speciﬁc features and functionality.

Sirenum Scheduling
With the industry’s most ﬂexible
scheduling engine, Sirenum helps
companies of all shapes and sizes
easily conﬁgure and manage their
rosters. Say goodbye to
spreadsheets. Say hello to your
dynamic workforce.
Visit sirenum.com/scheduling
to learn more.

